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Primates and birds of sabulungan
Roles of animals in sculptures, shamanic songs and dances,
and the belief system of traditional Mentawaians
Juniator Tulius and Linda Burman-Hall
ABSTRACT

Mentawaians sing ritual songs enshrined in archaic texts referring to particular
primates and birds, while ritual and traditional dances imitate how gibbons, sea
eagles, and other animals live in the natural world. Mentawaians craft sculptures
of endemic primates and unique birds. The bilou gibbon ape and various other
sabulungan spiritual
belief system and traditional cosmology of Mentawai society. Although some
do succeed in surviving, many older traditions have faded away. Among
the traditions which continue intact, this report aims to examine the roles of
primates and birds across the arts and in the Mentawai belief system to reveal
the profound depth of connection between humanity and the natural world
throughout Mentawai traditional culture.
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1. INTRODUCTION
To discuss the natural world of Mentawai and its relationship to the traditional
songs, dances, and sculptures, and their roles in the traditional belief system
of the resident clans of the Mentawai Islands of Indonesia. In Mentawai,
spiritual belief does not require the building of temples or the writing of
sacred lontar palm-leaf manuscripts. Mentawaians have other means of
ritual items, melodiously sing unique songs, and alluringly imitate primates
and birds in their dances.
Just as Mentawaians do not build temples with sculpted ornaments and
require theatres in which to perform their music and dance, or museums in
traditional arts are indispensable sources of information from which younger
generations learn about the fundamental values of their ancestors. The archaic
demonstrate that the ancestors of the Mentawaians clearly relied on the natural
world and imbue it with cultural meanings and religious purpose. In doing
and performing arts as well as in traditional Mentawai cosmology.
and elaborate on the importance of motifs and designs in artistic sculptures, we
provide a brief account of the life of traditional Mentawaians. Understanding
the basics of the culture allows the basics of the culture, allows us to comprehend
more readily their appreciation of the role of nature in the performing arts and
iconographic cultural objects. Thereafter, we specify the social and political
pressures of change which have impacted on Mentawaian traditional culture
and arts. Social and political suppressions have unquestionably contributed
the Mentawaians. To some extent this has also had an impact on the artistic
objects and the performing arts we currently encounter.

2. MENTAWAIANS AND THEIR TRADITIONAL CULTURE
resembles this extraordinary archipelago. Their geographical isolation
dramatically sets their traditional culture, as well as their fauna, apart from
that of the rest of Southeast Asia, and has allowed the survival of relict IndoMalayan fauna and the evolution of many endemic species. Globally, the
This also applies
to the people. The Suku bangsa Mentawai or Orang Mentawai (Mentawai
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Figure 1. Map of Mentawai Islands and research areas.

Of the approximately 100,000 people currently living in the Mentawai
Islands, somewhat fewer than 80,000 are Mentawaians inhabiting traditional
and government villages. The remainder are migrants from Sumatra and other
traditional inhabitants of Mentawai Islands. However, with twenty to twentythere must be about 10,000-12,000 people who still maintain traditional life
ways, mainly in the interior of Siberut. The majority of Mentawaians living in
government villages have adopted a modern way of life with some traditional
intermingling.
There is little information about Mentawai prehistory. The traditional
Mentawaians are one of the oldest and most genetically distinct ethnic groups
in Indonesia. DNA studies by some scholars (Meryanne K. Tumanggor et
al.
relatives of this isolated and genetically rather un-diverse population
elsewhere in the world are among the indigenous tribal mountain peoples of
Taiwan and the Philippines.
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Relying on oral narratives, the islanders themselves consider that Siberut
Information on different aspects of traditional culture has been extensively

shall just give a resumé of some relevant information about the natural world,
particularly Mentawai communal clan life, spirituality and shamanism, and
the relationship of Mentawai birds and animals to traditional cosmology.
2.1 UMA: COMMUNAL HOUSE AND CLANS
The social and cultural structure of traditional Mentawaians is centred on
the uma
descended from common ancestors. More precisely, an uma hosts various
nuclear families descended from the same ancestors in a patrilineal lineage
uma on their
ancestral land
and natural resources. Members of the clan cultivate the land, multi-crop the
settlers established rights to particular areas of land not yet claimed by other
clan to build an uma on its territory.
The uma is the greatest cultural object ever constructed by traditional
Mentawaians. Each uma also hosts many other cultural objects made by the
rituals (punen

uma construction, including the

uma
connections between those living or meeting in the uma and the plants and
animals
the building of an uma requires a huge ritual and festivities at which many
but, until it has been traditionally adorned with cultural and ritual objects
displayed and preserved on its walls, wooden posts, and beams, the uma is
still considered spiritually incomplete. Some of these objects are described
in the following sections of this paper. The uma is one of the most important
elements in Mentawai cosmology.
The word uma also refers to the group of people descended from the same
ancestors living in the valley in which the uma is located (
other valleys. Each uma group has a clan name to identify its ancestry easily.
In the period of the early settlement of the Mentawai Islands, there were
several uma,
s were
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subordinate to the initial one. In the course of time, some uma acquired very
large memberships and their clan members migrated to different places in the
islands. Therefore, their clans can be found in all four major islands.
uma
however, the uma as communal buildings have been decreasing as most
Mentawaian clans currently live separately in nuclear-family houses in
government villages. Among clan members, particular people have certain
culture.
2.2 LAY PEOPLE, SHAMANS, PSYCHICS, AND HERBALISTS
need for self-subsistence has emboldened clan members to exercise particular
hunters (simapana

siagaikabei
siagaititiboat, can compose
and tell stories and others are talented singers of songs. They compose songs
by drawing upon their personal feelings and experiences. Talented singers
(siagaimuurai
and heritage, including songs, mantras, and dances, passing them down
to the following generations. Singers learn to sing melodiously, dancers to
might become, Mentawai artists should not be considered professionals, since
they receive no remuneration from their talents to support their families. In
and so on.
an essential position in Mentawai traditional society: the kerei
who perform a full range of rituals to communicate with spirits in the Other
argues that both men and women who have a guardian spirit can attain this
position. However, in Mentawai only adult men with a guardian spirit are
able to be a shaman. Michael Harner mentions, “The fact that a person has a
man naturally at an early age or at the later stage in his shamanic training.
To become a shaman, one needs to maintain a physically and spiritually pure
state during rituals.
For a woman with or without a guardian spirit, to become a shaman is
physical limitations, are traditionally considered to be excluded from this
privilege. A woman with a special ability to see spirits is called a siruamata
or psychic. A siruamata can cure ill people concocting herbal medicine with
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kerei and siruamata, there are also lay people with an important
simatak siagailaggek, who restrict
themselves to dealing with traditional herbology and do not aspire to be
shamans. Kerei
siruamata
simatak siagailaggek
learn about herbal medicines empirically by acquiring an understanding of
They can also learn about herbal medicines by following their tutors who
é and
Mentawaian traditional healers carefully observe the behaviour of animals
kemut, the
greater coucal bird (Centropus sinensis
leg a particular leaf to heal its injury. After noting the species of plant whose
leaves the kemut uses to do this, the Mentawai healers have sought it out and

3. POLITICAL LEVERS OF CHANGE AND THEIR IMPACTS ON MENTAWAI ARTS
to the rest of Mentawai Islands by German missionaries. After the liberation
of the Republic of Indonesia soon after, the Mentawai Islands became part of

became the third faith accepted after Protestantism and Islam by Mentawai
converts. Arat sabulungan
forbidden.

Rapat Tiga Agama, a meeting of three religions:
Protestantism, Islam, and arat sabulungan, to reach an agreement on various
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The other consequences of the meeting were that the traditional belief
system of Mentawai was forbidden and that sabulungan artefacts and shamanic
Many traditional sabulungan cultural artefacts were destroyed, artistic artefacts
certainly among them. After enduring social turbulence and political pressure,
the majority of Mentawaians were forced to abandon some elements of their
traditional cultures.

many Mentawaians have now become more dependent on a mixed resident
leading educational institutions, both teaching Mentawai youth and steering

to natural resources, the ecology and habitat of the endemic species of
Similarly, curtailing numerous
traditional cultural practices, particularly in areas served by Protestant
churches, schools, and clinics, has resulted in incremental transformations
and degradations of both the Mentawai traditional culture and the natural
environment.
1

traditional settlements in various valleys in the interior of the islands to
government villages near coastal areas so that they could participate in
divided so that they could live in single-family houses. The uma as a building
in which an entire clan could reside was barred from the government villages.
In order to survive the strong current of change, Mentawaians made slight
not always the best solution for survival in a global context. They began to
adjust to a new lifestyle: children in school, families getting medical care
from clinics, and attending church services in the villages (see Persoon and

traditional lifestyles themselves suddenly became tourist attractions which

1
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the Mentawaians and used to decorate their uma in order to attract tourists
the traditional Mentawai life as described by scholars such as Nooy-Palm
opportunity to rebuild their traditional uma in the forest, abandoning their
nuclear-family houses.
again being comparatively tolerated by a governmental policy which had
a good grasp of the value of tourism. Therefore, those who continue to live
the traditional lifestyle have been brought to the attention of documentary
traditional life of Mentawaians have appeared over the last four decades.
depict groups of traditional Mentawai people living in the forest where they
hunt various forest animals with bows and poison arrows. The Mentawaians
also demonstrate how to process the pith of the sago palm to produce their

all feature the same aspects. The daily life in a traditional uma is depicted, usually
focusing on the exploits of a hunting party, women foraging in the forest, and
are shown, kerei performing ceremonies are included and, possibly, somebody

Documentary images show that Mentawaians perform their rituals with a
panoply of artistic dancing and singing. They use different artistic items and
some of which resemble natural elements such as primates and birds. The
documentaries show that Mentawaians live in harmony with nature and the
to live a semi-nomadic hunter-horticulturalist lifestyle in the rainforest and
depend on the natural resources available in their surroundings to obtain
housing materials, medicinal botanical specimens, and protein for proper
nutriment. Traditional Mentawaians also usually cultivate traditional crops
these traditional Mentawaian communities have succeeded in building a
strong cultural foundation, some of which has survived the various social
disturbances and political pressures.
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by Mentawaian artisans, storytellers, and kerei. Therefore, limited numbers
of traditional objects which used to be part of the essential attributes of the
uma can sometimes still be found in family houses in the government villages.
The limited availability of traditional cultural objects and the high demand
for them have prompted artisans to reproduce copies of particular artefacts,
selling them as genuine antiques.

4. COSMOLOGY, TRADITIONAL BELIEF, AND RITUALS
convinced that this foundation has inspired the creation of particular cultural
objects, performance arts, and forms of behaviour among Mentawaians in
their relationship with their natural surroundings. Therefore, in this section
we shall now describe the cosmology of Mentawaians and how it is elaborated
4.1 COSMOLOGY:

AND SPIRITUAL ESSENCES

of arat buluat and sabulungan
called arat buluat. It lies at the core of Mentawai culture. Arat
Indonesian word adat
cultural value. Buluat is translated as an offering. The Mentawaians offer
a small part of every ritual meal to the spirits of their ancestors and other
called sabulungan.2 As the Mentawaians address sabulungan in their rituals,
belief system of the Mentawaians as arat sabulungan in order to distinguish it
from world religions.
Offerings are made to entities in two domains: the natural or physical
world and the spiritual world. In the Mentawai belief system, all spirits (of
sabulungan and the
system which supports this belief is called arat sabulungan. So, arat sabulungan
special offering (buluat
arat sabulungan is a belief focused
on the existence of spirits and human beings can come into contact with
humans remain permanently unharmed.

Sabulungan is formed from sa
a spiritual essence. So, sabulungan is a group of spirits.
2

bulungan is
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cosmology, the Mentawaians express the dualism they perceive between the
natural world and the spiritual world. The natural world is the domain of
people, animals, plants, rivers, mountain, waters, seas, stones, corals, soil,
and so on. Meanwhile, the spiritual world is the normally invisible side of
the natural world. These two worlds are inseparable. The invisible spiritual
to their domains.
Mentawaians are familiar with the supernatural essence called ulaumanua.
ulaumanua is formed from ulau,
meaning ‘outside‘, and ‘bright‘ indicating the existence of light, and manua
Ulaumanua literarily means the brightness
of the universe. The domain of ulaumanua
a universe, including the domains of human beings and spirits. This essence
It has supernatural power over the spirits in the spiritual world as well as in
the natural world.
For Mentawaians, imbued with its supernatural power, ulaumanua can
sustain or terminate the life of people, animals, and plants. No rituals and
mantras have been devised or prepared to honour this supernatural being,
therefore shamans do not build any direct connections with ulaumanua through
by performing rituals, they address the rituals to the spirits residing in the
spiritual world. The ancestral spirits and other spirits in the spiritual world
are expected to “convey” the purpose of particular rituals to the ulaumanua.
The Mentawaians receive different signs through life experiences encountered
of the signs is presumed to be ulaumanua
the ulaumanua, they communicate with other spirits instead.
Mentawaians personify the spiritual entities in order to understand them
taikapata.

The taikapata
On the Earth, there are taikabaga
and creatures of the Earth are overseen by these spirits. In the sea, there
are taikabagatkoat
In rivers are water spirits called sikameinan
crocodiles (sikaoinan
taikaleleu
taikatenganloina
silakkokoina, in the ritual language called silakkikiau as
they inhabit on trees. Different animals, especially primates, live in tall trees,
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sanitut bilou
4.2 SOUL, SPIRIT OF LIVING BEINGS, AND RITUALS
Each living being and other natural elements on this Earth and in the universe
has a simagere, which is translated as ‘soul‘. The simagere of humans, animals,
and plants are absorbed from the natural world through food and other forms
of nutrition eaten by people, animals, and plants to live. The simagere functions
simagere
big stones and other natural elements do not have simagere themselves. The
simagere residing in them are those of dead people, animals, and plants which
need a host for their souls to continue to live in the natural world invisibly.
Humans and other living beings also have another element of life called
ketcat
waters, rivers, and so on. Ketcat is best translated as ‘spirit‘. The spirits of
humans, animals, and plants (ketcat
called the beu laggai, the big village. The spirits of animals return to the domain
of animal spirits, wherever the animals have ever lived and the plant spirits
return to the domain of plant spirits in the forest. The Mentawaians believe
that primates are cared for and protected by the forest spirits, since they live
in the rainforest domain. Forest spirits are believed often to reveal themselves
visibly as primates, especially as gibbons, so as to communicate with humans.
So, humans endowed with ketcat and simagere build their connections with
the natural world and its elements through rituals, songs, dances, and artistic
objects. All is maintained and encapsulated via the oral tradition.
are given here: a healing ritual named pameru to cure people who feel unwell
and a cleansing and purifying ritual called panasai to erase bad omens and the
potent spirit radiation called bajou from an uma and other human dwellings.
panaki which involves preparing
a special offering meal for the spirits in the forest to pay for the land for the
garden they will open or for the life of the tree they will harvest. Mentawaians
hope to prosper and achieve success by conducting their activities by
sing rituals
creating rhythmic sounds in order to enhance the exuberance of particular
rituals.
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5. ROLES OF PRIMATES AND BIRDS IN THE BELIEF SYSTEM
primates and birds in their belief system. These animals are vital intermediaries
in the relationship between human beings and spiritual entities. In this
section, we describe the important roles of particular primates and birds in
this relationship.
5.1 ENDEMIC PRIMATES

3
Figure 2. Bilou

Hylobates klossii

3

tailless gibbon called bilou (Hylobates klossii
.
4
Mentawaians are among the Asian cultures which have historically
considered the call of their endemic gibbon as a mournful weeping, but only
in the spiritual world and sacred protective symbol as a nocturnal guardian
of the women and children in the uma. Nowhere else have people credited
bilou
is central to the traditional culture and is featured in stories, songs, dances,

3
4
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differentiated into two species, called locally bokkoi (Macaca siberu
and siteut (Macaca pagensis)
.
There are also two distinct types of langurs: the golden-bellied Mentawai
Island langur called atapaipai (Presbytis potenziani
related species, the Siberut langur, called joja (Presbytis siberu

.

Unfortunately, the favourite “jungle meat” of the majority of native hunters
is the smallest and now rarest primate, the shy pig-tailed langur, a single
endangered” sub-species, called simakobu (Simias concolor ssp. siberu
Siberut and mesepsep (Simias concolor ssp. concolor
of southern Mentawai, although its range once included several southern
bilou is rarely hunted
unfortunately, all ape meat is considered
delicious and, with the effects of progressive primal forest habitat loss and
.

primates are now in danger of extinction within our lifetime.

profoundly with an endemic gibbon in this way. The isolation of both the bilou
and the Mentawai population has created a unique aspect of local cosmology, a
symbolic cultural relationship between humans and gibbons that exists nowhere
else.

Forest spirits use these primates, especially gibbons, to communicate
impending death to the people by uttering long, sad calls at odd intervals and
times. Hence, the bilou both channels and expresses the supernatural power of
the forest spirits. Traditionally, hearing a male bilou call at an uncharacteristic
(ketcat of
someone in the village is being called home to the beu laggai, the big village.
The fact that the voice of the gibbon spirit reliably guides the ketcat home is
a sign that the gibbon spirit can be trusted in this vital duty.

A bilou
of the forest. Should any hunter try to shoot a primate, the bilou
legends, as a tailless ape, the bilou
kerei
cannot eat bilou, because a kerei might sometimes indirectly consult the sanitu bilou to discover
what an ill person in the village could have done to offend the forest spirits. Finally, bilou
is reportedly unpalatable and not worth the trouble. Muslims in Mentawai and elsewhere are
haram
See Performance for recorded songs, Song 4: Male bilou call.
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5.2 RARE AND UNIQUE BIRDS
manyang sea-eagle (Haliaeetus leucogaster

8

Figure 3. Sea-eagle (Haliaeetus leucogaster

8

In Mentawai shamanism, eagles are often mentioned in ritual songs. Eagles
living beings, including humans, on Earth. The Mentawaians believe that,
manyang
spirit might therefore manifest itself or use a manyang to appear to humans.
Furthermore, a manyang examining the carcase of a dead animal represents the

Spirits in the form of birds can also appear in their natural surroundings
also thought to intimate or foretell a death in the clan because of their habit of
suggesting the struggles of a soul on the point of leaving the body. One is
the kuilak or Ashy Tailorbird (

8

the sea-eagle is not often seen, the Mentawai name manyang is also coincidentally applied to
Ciconia stormi
occasionally seen in lowland Indonesian, Malaysian and Thai tropical rainforests (see Neville
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cemeteries and large trees. These birds normally sing in the morning. Hence,
or as evening falls.

Figure 4. Ashy Tailorbird (

Another death-omen bird found on all four main Mentawai Islands is the
somewhat larger kemut
Centropus sinensis
Kemp 2000:
.
to hunt. It perches on palm fronds and sometimes on trees in a graveyard. The
cry of this bird is relatively low and ponderous. It is rarely seen as it hides
kuilak, the kemut

sabulungan

to leave its dying body.
Yet another bird of bad omen, locally called soalap
hearts of all in Siberut, perhaps also on other islands, who might happen to
hear it. The soalap
is deep in the swamps and low scrub far from human habitation. Its cry is
continue with such a frightening noise ringing in their ears. This bird, which

Wacana

javanica

10

Dendrocygna
.

Centropus sinensis

10

geographical elimination and auditing the calls of all possible candidates,
soalap is
the endangered
Asarcornis scutulata
throughout Southeast Asia as far as Java and Sumatra. Now extinct in Java and

deep in the Sumatran marshland. This omnivorous pair-bonded bird is secretive
in habit, feeds only at twilight or at night and prefers to hide in the trees and
by swamps and sluggish rivers.11

10
11
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white. The baby-scream
canto.org made
soalap,

12

Asarcornis scutulata has long been secretively present in

Mentawaians believe that particular animals related to spiritual entities
vulnerable, physically, and spiritually. To protect themselves from harmful
spiritual essences, Mentawaians craft fetish panels, create protective designs,
are attractive, artistic objects and some become celebrated iconographic
representations of natural elements. In the next section we indicate some
important artefacts traditionally created with natural world designs which
Mentawaians consider spiritually protective.

6. PROTECTIVE DESIGNS AND ARTEFACT DISPLAYS
Traditionally, the crafting of various tools and other cultural objects has been
inspire their owners while using them or in their vicinity. A particular item
must be ergonomically functional as well as having the power to protect people
uma is the largest cultural object Mentawaians
have ever built. An uma accommodates various nuclear families of the clan
who live in it, offering them as a safe, comfortable abode and a storage place
for all the ritual objects and communal tools. Not only does the uma
crafted for protective purposes. At times, human souls and spirits are fragile
the uma or any other dwelling. Therefore, inspired by natural elements imbued
and designs for shamanic implements as well as ritual items.
6.1 THE PROTECTIVE PANEL, JARAIK
Mentawai has traditionally produced a range of implements, artistic artefacts,
and ritual objects. Some of these are now quite rare. A number of these rare
objects have become valuable items in museums and tribal art collections.
Some of those artefacts are discussed in this section in their relationship to
particular traditional Mentawaian beliefs about the natural world.
A powerful protective panel is the jaraik
jaraik fetish panel
12
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buffalo horns, palm fronds, and the roots of trees. It can be considered a
map of the world according to Mentawai cosmology. The jaraik consists of
two parts: united in a single wooden piece of handicraft. The top part of the
jaraik
A space in the middle connects the upward with the downward part. This
middle section equates to the domain of humanity. The bottom part features
Underworld, the domain of the chthonic spirits. In Mentawai, there are two
types of jaraik fetish panel: jaraik uma and jaraik kalabba (respectively: for a

Jaraik uma,

Extremely important to the creation of a jaraik fetish panel is the aggression
indispensable motif on the jaraik to initiate a newly constructed uma. The
building of new uma
any jaraik
or public collections. Similarly, the elimination of headhunting, now more than
hundred years ago, has reduced the number of genuine koraibi shields to no more
than a few. Salipak shamanic boxes do occasionally turn up, but for all three of
these categories, most of what ”art” or ”antique” dealers sell is as ”original”
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A jaraik uma13 is a fetish and protective panel hung above the entrance to
the main house door. On the middle bottom part of the jaraik, equating to the
human world, Mentawaians attach an uttet bokkoi
.14
of the complex building process to construct an uma
of its character and appearance, a male macaque is indispensable as a warrior
guardian: as it is aggressive, territorial, protective, and frightening with its
pronounced canine teeth. A male bokkoi (or siteut
charged with protecting his family, so the spirit of the individual macaque plus
expected to protect the clan members living in the uma.

bilou
form of the jaraik itself, protecting the people inside the uma from any strong
bajou and/or any malicious intentions harboured by visitors to the uma.
jaraik is now considered a treasure of the Dallas
Museum of Art. It is carved in the classic double-curved overall form and is
. It originally came from the uma
clan of south Siberut. The clan told anthropologist Reimar Schefold that it
was originally created by their master carver ancestor to represent the body
of a squatting gibbon with arms outstretched and hands hanging down. It is
bilou
uma was chosen
to guard the sleeping women and children. Probably because the gibbon is the
actual guardian of the rainforest, an attribution acquired by its vigilance and its
loud alarm calls. Furthermore, as all-purpose guardians, gibbons play a central
role in Mentawai culture, especially the traditional belief system. Sculptures of
gibbons are therefore interesting and important items in any artefact collection.
Jaraik kalabba is a wooden panel placed on the prow of the traditional large
canoe called kalabba, which was used for long-distance journeys. This jaraik does
has a hole in the middle of the panel called the lobok matat rusa or hole for wind.
The kalabba carries a sail. On a windless day, the kerei blows through the wind
hole of the jaraik as he pronounces mantras summoning the wind to blow. The
jaraik was placed on a kalabba to protect the people and their voyage as they sail
the volatile sea. In former times, this kalabba was used for headhunting raids
13

For more information about jaraik uma: see https://www.artoftheancestors.com/blog/

14
uttet
bokkoi is the local name for the North Mentawai macaque, Macaca siberu in Siberut.
The closely related species in the three southern islands is the Macaca pagensis, whose local
name is siteut.
is utet siteut.
jaraik uma was collected from Desa
mentions discovering it lying cast aside and forgotten in a storage attic for some decades

cover photo of Toys for the souls
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6.2 THE SHAMANIC FETISH BOX,
Similar swooping curve motifs reminiscent of jaraik shapes are also found in
the painted motifs on either side of the traditional shamanic fetish box called
salipak
bilou
domain of Mentawaian cosmology. A salipak
bajou,
emanations” or ”radiations” both positive and negative and which can reside
his power, he must be careful not to be ambushed by any strong bajou residing
in any of his own possessions.

Salipak, shamanic boxes decorated with the protective motifs of the Sakuddei

6.3 THE TRADITIONAL SHIELD,
koraibi, was

shield with protective motifs, the craftsman was usually required to observe
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were made of solid hardwood, coconut shell, and rattan, painted with the
juice of the kalumanang fruit which produces a maroon colour and stained
The decoration was dominated by the graceful motifs of fern leaves and small
water hallows. The round swirling hallows in the water which followed
protected by this motif would become confused by the mini-whirlpools and

Figure 8. Koraibi

6.4 THE ART OF MENTAWAIAN TATTOOS,
The same vital protective motifs which are found on jaraik uma, salipak, and koraibi
are also traditionally applied to the bodies of the Mentawaians. The human
body does not remain healthy and strong all the time. A recent study on water
spirits in Mentawai mentions that “[...] a person is said to fall ill when their soul
wanders too far from their body” (Manvir Singh et al.
Mentawaians consider the mini-whirlpools which form as the paddle propels the canoe to
be both a natural phenomenon which can be represented as a symbol and a minor water-spirit
or “hallow“.

Wacana
Silakikio
Sikameinan
a community.

simagere
to leave it. A kerei
restore it to the body. Failure to restore the soul can have fatal consequences:
the spirit (ketcat
to protect their bodies from potent emissions (bajou
resembling the jaraik uma
The purpose of the art of Mentawaian tattoos is to attract the human soul
and spirit to the human body and encourage both to remain there happily as
long as the body can live. One hand-width up from the navel of the human
body is used as the central point to differentiate between the upper and lower
parts of the body. The major protective motif decorating the upper front of
the human torso is named a logpog. Its purpose is to reduce any strong bajou
of the torso, upper arms, thighs, palms, and even face, according to individual
preference. As said, this logpog motif resembles the jaraik
.
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Tattoo motifs reveal the identity of Mentawai clans and communities
residing in separate valleys. In each valley, the community has its own
traditional motifs to differentiate identity, with variations according to taste.

7. PRIMATE AND BIRD SCULPTURES AND HUNTING TROPHY DISPLAYS
Many of the cultural values and traditions of Mentawai have obviously been
uma in the
hope that the forest spirits will bless the clan with great prosperity and health.

continue to ensure the uninterrupted compliance of the spirits by honouring
and expressing gratitude to the living and the dead and to the forest spirits
themselves. To some extent the traditional visual and performing arts play
indispensable roles in this cycle.
One of the potential origins of the rich variety of Mentawai visual arts lies
which continues to this day. Animals which Mentawaians have successfully
abut kerei

uma
and animal remains “warmth”. Hunting trophies

tightly to a beam.
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Figure 10. Hunting trophies preserved in the uma

animals consumed and the forest spirits will refrain from cursing the hunters.
in the open air exposed to the elements and they are not husbanded by humans.
must be treated with respect.
above the entrance to the veranda close to the outside and at some distance
for by the clan. Throughout their lives, the animals have been the recipients of

Mentawai, depictions of plants are usually drawn.18 Some of animal sculptures
and protect people physically and spiritually. Sculptures and images are used to
uma, plants are not
the treated in the same manner. However, the shapes of leaves do inspire people to create
cultural objects. Some tattoo motifs are derived from the shape of leaves, especially those of
the sago “tree of life“.

18
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decorate and complete the communal house: a jaraik is created and placed above
the entrance to the uma. And, instead of carving a mini jaraik for the sacred box
called a salipak, Mentawai shamans draw a protective motif of jaraik using the
maroon dye obtained from the kalumanang

Figure 11. Primates, birds, and deer paintings on the house wall of the Saroro clan

century. Auction item from a Dutch collection, sold by De Grave Tribal Art, The

Wacana

For generations, Mentawaians have crafted gibbon sculptures in different
bilou designs are traditionally carved
on panels placed in both the uma and individual family homes and the bilou and

panels in a traditional uma or house. A limited number of original Mentawai

museums in Europe and America have hosted exhibitions of iconic material
culture such as primate and bird sculptures.20

21

Figure 13. Tulangan Bilou
21

20

National Museum of Ethnology in the Netherlands has several collections of Mentawaian

Museum of Art has a unique fetish panel jaraik of Mentawai. See https://collections.dma.org/
21
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of a gibbon sculpture, in Mentawai called a bilou, is featured on the cover. This

raised a debate about the authenticity and historical value of at least one
important gibbon sculpture among tribal art scholars and collectors (Feldman
22
Most recently, on the basis of
Mentawai Art

tulangan siaggau
successful hunt on certain occasions, are believed to possess their own spirits.
Mentawaians use these wooden birds to adorn their uma. The carving of birds
and other animals is, to some extent at least, meant to show other people in
the region that the people living in uma
uma. As

is, so that henceforth they will remain in the vicinity and not succumb to the
temptations of dangerous faraway regions. The [wooden] birds that are here
can inspire us with their own way of expressing what they are all about: ‘toys

The spirit birds are intended to coax ancestral spirits to participate in
considered ”toys” for the souls of the departed. After the ceremonies have
been completed, the spirit birds are hung from the rafters as guardians of
the family. Over time, through observation, the Mentawaians have come to
consider that certain animals in the rainforest are particularly important to
their belief system and traditional cosmology.

22

Tulius discussed this and other pieces in the debate about the authenticity of Mentawai arts

of them about the tulangan bilou
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8. SONGS AND DANCES
The arts in Mentawai are visible in both in the material culture and in the
performing arts. Mentawaians love to sing and dance. A range of genres of
songs and different styles of dances can be found in Mentawai. Some are for
songs and dances of Mentawai.
8.1 MENTAWAI SONGS
kerei and lay Mentawaians compose and sing songs
describing the actions of primates, birds, and other creatures. There are
different genres of songs. Sacred songs are sung only by shamans in rituals as
they contain mantras and other invocations of mythical powers. Kerei perform
Secular songs, which reveal personal feelings, are usually sung by lay people.
The creation, practice, and transmission of this intangible cultural heritage is
embedded in Mentawai core spirituality.
Nature in its widest sense is a very important theme in many songs. “In all
categories of songs, nature is often used in a metaphorical sense or elements of

The interaction between different categories of animals, and between animals
people are impressed and fascinated by the natural world in general and the
this natural world. Singing is not limited to human beings. Animals can sing
too and the Mentawaians believe that there is a special meaning in this animal
singing, just as with the singing of humans. The singing of the gibbon (bilou
the early morning, for instance, is said to be calling for the sun to rise. However,
the natural world is also the domain of ancestors and spirits. In this context, the
calling of the gibbon can be given an uncanny association, as the bilou are seen
to be the companions of dangerous supernatural beings which can harm people.

songs (urai siokko
kerei
urai sou
wooden drums (lamou tuddukat

urai turuk
urai sasareu

urai silainge

urai

urai tatoga

into two broad categories, each of which subdivides: sacred and secular:
urai kerei
leleiyo
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urai simatak
Urai kerei are
sung by shamans during the performances of rituals with or without dancing.
Leleiyo or urai simatak include new songs (urai sibau/urai sasareu
into account the state of feelings, meanings, and purposes expressed, Tulius
writes, “ordinary songs may be divided into several types, such as urai soubaga
urai belet baga
urai goat baga
urai angkat baga
urai nuntut baga
leleiyo
In their relationship to the natural world, the songs sung by shamans
predominantly depict the life of particular animals and their relationship to
shamanic songs. On some occasions, gibbon songs are sung during a dance
imitating gibbon behaviour. Mentawai oral tradition reveals the origin of
gibbons in a story song which places the bilou
refused to come down from his tall tree, even though his maternal uncle and
is not sung as in Sipora.

uliat bilou,

Island.23
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

kerei named Aser
Desa Katurei in the southeast of Siberut

Kauan takau ulianta, ulian bilou teitei leleu koai ii
mountain ridge, crying koai ii
Airaiba loibokna koai ii
Ka rubat mancemi, igendei tubuna, koai ii… (On the branch of a mancemi tree,
it amuses itself, crying koai ii
Aipanaibu ekeu tasipurorourou, eina le teiteina, koai ii ... (You have been chased
koai ii
Karuba eilagat, igairau teiteina, togat bilou leleu, luimata saleteunu ii ... (On a branch
of an eilagat
ridge, a pet of our grandchildren ii
Ituituiake ka pueirajatna, ka pulibaijatna, ka beai manua, koai ii ... (It leaves its place,
koai ii
Bulat nia, masura bagatta

The song of the male bilou,
bilou
See Performance for recorded songs, Item 1: Uliat Bilou
Desa Katurei in the southwest of Siberut Island.
23
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he delivers from his sleeping tree is heard at an unusual time of day or night,
in the village will soon die and that it is a forest spirit, the sanitu bilou (gibbon
bilou with a supernatural ability to guide an
unmoored human spirit (ketcat
on his melody all the way to the “big village” of other human spirits, so it cannot
lose its way on its journey and become a wondering forest ghost.

kerei in Tiop, Desa

A senior kerei
Desa Muntei, southern
Siberut, was recorded singing this song in the shamanic language about the
sanitu bilou in 2018. The song is sung to comfort those who are worried.24
•
•
•

Tagalainu muliat mata uliat kahu bale oi
oi
Togat bilou leleu, sipuanggoi baga, i ... i ... (Gibbon of the wilderness, it grieves,
i ... i
Meleian meleian isogai teiteira sipurereureu (It grieves, calling the spirits of those

•

Nai tainiuake, mapueraijatna buttet ailibakbak leuleu (It calls from its home in
the treetop of ailibakbak leuleu
Itainiu ake pusubukatna, bananan leleu (soggunei

•

Ikaleleleuna itatainiuake mapuiraukatna suat masunnene (In the forest it hopes

•

See Performance for recorded songs, Item 2: Teiteira sipurereureu
Desa Muntei, southern Siberut.

24
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•

Simainene baiga, jangan loi ende siaingeku ekeu (Heart cleansing, wishing that

•

Jangan loi kumai siabaiku ekeu oi ... i ... i ...
oi ... i ... i ...
Anai ipamelei ngangana isogai teitei sipurereureu ale ... i ... i ... (It sounds sad
calling to those who are worried ... i ... i ...

•

kerei in Desa Muntei, southern Siberut.

(Haliaeetus leucogaster
manyang
coucal bird (Centropus sinensis
kemut
Uliat Bilou song,
Uliat Manyang is also commonly sung during a dance performance. An Uliat
Manyang
Desa Taileleu

•
•

Kalimanyang ka koat, iteteuan ekeu ka pulaibangannu lek, ipulalaibangi, teitei pululetu
ka,
Talagat keru, limayang ka koat le, aisaksak tubuna, ka pulaibanganna, ailimok ibana

bilou arm tattoo.
See Performance for recorded songs, item 3: Uliat Manyang
Peipei, Desa Taileleu, southwest Siberut.
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•

Kalimayang ka koat, ipuninibaiji, teitei pululektu, limanyang ka koiat, ailimok ibana
giagiat koiat,

•

Aisaksak tubuna ka pulibaijatna ka talagat keru, limayang ka koat lettu, rapanaibu
ekeu,

•

Tasipulalaigat ka pulibaijatnu, limayang ka koian, aisaksak tubuna, kapuraraukatna
ka jorot manua

•

Limanyang ka koat leu, aipuraraukingan jorot manua, ka talagat keru, limayang
ka koiat,

•

Aisaibuakean, ka puraukatnya ka talagat keru, limanyang ka koat oi le oi ... (Flying

kerei from Dusun Peipei Desa Taileleu, southwest Siberut.

uliat manyang and urai
manyang, other birds celebrated in Mentawai shamanic and secular song
kémut, as well as the piligi, bisaksak,28 aro,
30
and pipirere.
urai bilou samba manyang (song of
Nisaetus albonizer
28

30

Egretta sacra)
Amaurornis phoenicurus
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in which a mischievous gibbon deliberately annoys a sea-eagle.
The songs which accompany dance performances are not exclusively
ritual songs. The purpose of the leleiyo in these dances might not be intended
for rituals. Dances can also be staged purely for entertainment. Those secular
dances are held in the uma
public event celebrating Mentawai traditional culture.
8.2 RITUAL AND ENTERTAINMENT DANCES
Mentawai dances are divided into two types: ritual and entertainment dances.
The ritual dance performed by shamans (kerei
mulajo or lajo, which
literarily means sailing. In their performance of mulajo, shamans form a circle
in the middle of an uma, intoning a mantra to the spirits supplicating for a safe
type of dance is accompanied by a log drum called a kateuba, about two to
(water monitor - Varanus salvator

Python reticulatus

uma. There is no melodious variation in sound. The
monotonous sound just gets faster and faster as the shamans twirl round and
round until they fall into trance. A ritual master, usually a senior kerei, holds
a bamboo pole or obbuk turuakenen
Another dance performed in Mentawai is called turuk, a secular dance
purely for entertainment. As it is meant to amuse audiences, this dance must
kateuba drums. As they
dance, the dancers sing about the primates or the birds they are imitating.
The imitation of animals in dance is called uliat and there are several types of
uliat,
uliat bilou
uliat manyang
shamans. A senior dancer leads the group dance, imitating the animal and
singing its song. In Siberut, women also perform the so-called turuk pokpok

9. DISCUSSIONS
As shown throughout the foregoing discussion of traditional and visual arts as
well as sacred and secular songs and dance-songs, the endemic primates and
birds of Mentawai are central to the life of the rainforest itself and therefore
have become embedded as central elements in Mentawai human spirituality.
There are several endemic primates in Mentawai which are imbued with
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bilou gibbon ape,

featured in songs, both sacred and secular.
As the most prominent of the endemic primates and the de facto daytime
guardian of rainforest animals because of its loud alarm cry, the bilou, is
transformed not only into a spirit guardian of the clan sleeping in the uma but
also a bilou spirit able to help a shaman determine what a sufferer might have
bilou guardian image frequently appears on the jaraik fetish
panels, other decorative panels, salipak shamanic boxes and as a traditional
tattoo motif.
Prior to the deforestation which followed Mentawai becoming part of
modern Indonesia, the incredible music of the call of the male bilou would have
been heard by all Mentawaians before dawn every day for at least two millennia,
an audible reminder that all was well overhead, in the sleeping trees high above
and around the uma.
in their settlement will soon die and his/her soul needs a spirit guide as it leaves
their moribund body to be able to reach other human souls in the other world
safely. So, with the introduction of humanity to the Mentawai Archipelago,
the gibbon, the self-acting natural guardian of the other animals in the forest
because of the interconnectivity of human culture with the natural world, has
also become the monitor of human respect for the environment. It is also the
guardian of human safety, the restorer of human health, and the guide so that
the human spirit will safely reach the invisible world of other human spirits.
Meanwhile, the manyang, a fully positive cultural image throughout the
proudly rules the ocean, air, and shores of Mentawai. Most other Mentawai
because of their cries, for instance, the soalap,
(the kuilak and kemut
To respect and to express their understanding of particular primates and
birds, Mentawaians carve sculptures of these animals or they draw or paint
them on special places. Most of these sculptures are found in the uma clan house
of kerei. Sculptures and drawings express the artistic aspects of Mentawai
traditional culture and, through the performance of rituals, these images and
indispensable positions in Mentawai traditional arts. Nevertheless, the role
of the kerei
maintaining
this spiritual context. The Mentawaian indigenous religion, sabulungan, exerts
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observe and maintain the elements of nature they hold sacred and imbue with
spirits, therefore their cultural products encapsulate the mythical power to be
world.
whether the boundary between this world and the world of the spirits is porous
and whether we can be heard and seen by spirits beyond so as to engage them
in productive dialogue. Nearly all ancient and modern cultures agree that we
must consider that our spirit somehow will live on and that how well we live
our current life will have a consequence in our life to come. Through the ages,
understand the transformation from life to death, following the heart of the
conversion from life as we experience it, moving through trance or death into
the other world in which we can see and hear spirits who have gone before us.
many cultures, including Mentawai, shamans regularly enter into trances to
In Mentawai, kerei are trained to be able to see
and hear spirit communications without endangering themselves. Mentawaians
and appreciated. Although kerei might be able see and hear spirits in the forest,
spirits cannot appear to lay people because the powerful bajou of these spirits
bajou. Spirits therefore appear in other guises or
personalities: they use animals, large lush trees, big stones, and so on to ensure
the safe delivery of their message to humans.

10. CONCLUSION

that in Mentawai many excellent stories, beautiful images, ritual sculptural
objects, and moving songs and dances which focus on particular primates and
birds survive and are still relevant to a group of core believers, allowing our
immersion in the symbology of a consistent culture which enfolds us in its
embrace.
Mentawaians in crafting their cultural objects, especially those used in protective
rituals. Some motifs and designs are copied from the shapes of natural elements,

sources of inspiration for artists to design and produce their artistic cultural
objects. Mentawaians observe the behaviour of particular primates and birds

Wacana

in their quest to capture and embody these characteristics in particular ritual
objects.
established by tradition, the kerei of Mentawai must continue to perform
according to a time-honoured, complex process. For the success of these or
direction, protection, and prosperity by the spirits in the spiritual world. The
Mentawaian traditional belief system centres on ritual to supplicate various
spirits with strong connections from the visible to the spiritual world. For
traditional Mentawaians, all spirits are actually an invisible part of the natural
world, and many aspects of the material and performative culture may be
considered as coded reminders of this unity.

PERFORMANCE FOR RECORDED SONGS
Song 1: Uliat bilou

Desa

Song 2: Teiteira sipurereureu
Song 3: Uliat manyang

Desa Munteo, south
Desa Peipei, Taileleu

Song 4: Male bilou call. Photo by Alamy, by permission. Recording by Thomas
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